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I. PURPOSE 
 
The purpose of this manual is to enhance the professionalism of our operations by ensuring 
digital communications are documented and accurate. AuxComm members are expected to 
follow the Digital Operations procedures set forth in this manual.  

II. SCOPE 
 
The Digital Operations Manual (DOM) provides personnel with information and procedural 
explanations for AuxComm Digital Operations. This manual covers the following digital 
modes used by Forsyth County AuxComm: 

 • WinLink (Primary) 
 • MT-63 (Alternate – Forsyth County AuxComm local use only)  
 • PACTOR (SHARES stations only)  
 

Other digital modes may be considered if the above are not available except FT-8 and 
similar “contact only” modes. These modes do not permit the sending / receiving of the types 
of messages typically used by AuxComm within state. Use of modes other that the above 
modes, requires the approval of the on duty Communications Team Lead or AuxComm 
Coordinator / designee. 
 

III. DOCUMENTATION CLASSIFICATION / DISCLOSURE 
 
Information contained in this document is non-classified and does not meet For Official Use 
Only designation requirements.  Information may be posted to publically accessible 
locations only with the express written permission of Forsyth County AuxComm, Inc. 

 Current authorized publically accessible locations: 

• Forsyth County AuxComm website only 
 

IV. COPYWRITE STATEMENT 
 
This manual is copyrighted and may not be reproduced in part or whole without the express 
written permission of Forsyth County AuxComm, Inc.  
 

V. DOCUMENT USE 
 
This manual applies to all Forsyth County AuxComm Amateur members providing digital 
operations.  Amateur members should maintain a current copy of this manual available 
while performing AuxComm operations. It is expected that personnel will be familiar with the 
contents of this document. 
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VI. PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION (PII) 
 
While digital communications make interception of messages more difficult, we must 
remember that our frequencies ARE monitored by non-amateur individuals such as news 
media and the general public. Remember that anything that is transmitted on the air and not 
encrypted can become public information. Transmission of PII data by WinLink may be 
done, but should be done judiciously.  

PII includes the following: 
A.) Full Name 
B.) Date of Birth 
C.) Addresses 
D.) Phone Number (When included with A, B, or C above) 
E.) Medical Information 
F.) Social Security Number 
G.) Driver’s License Number 

 
PII should be transmitted via secure methods such as Cellular, Landline, Fax, Internet, and 
certain station to station digital modes only. Remember, WinLink Telnet (internet) is the 
preferred method of using WinLink. It is the fastest and most secure.  

PII cannot be transmitted by open digital source modes such as MT-63, PSK-31 or similar. 
 

VII. OPERATION SECURITY – OPSEC 
 
Operations Security is of the utmost importance during our operations. This not only 
includes equipment, but the information entrusted to our care. Nothing that we do, see, or 
hear needs to be repeated or placed in the public view. That is not our job. We are to 
maintain the security of all information we receive unless specifically directed by the served 
partner to make the information public. 

• WHAT YOU DO HERE 
• WHAT YOU SEE HERE  
• WHAT YOU HEAR HERE  
• WHEN YOU LEAVE HERE 
• LET IT STAY HERE! 
 

VIII. COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY (COMSEC) 
 
Communications security goes hand in hand with Operations Security.  Our communications 
equipment, documentation, messages, etc. must be maintained in a secure manner.  The 
prevention of viruses into computer systems is a major concern as well as integrity of 
messages handled.  For these reasons, the use of flash drives is prohibited for computer-to-
computer transfer of information.  
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IX. PERSONAL SECURITY (PERSEC) 
 
Another part of operations security is your personal security.  This is a high priority of our 
operations.  By ensuring that before, during and after duty periods all personnel are 
accounted for and safe we maintain our team’s ability to serve our partners and the 
community.  This is also called accountability. 
 

X. INFORMATION SECURITY (INFOSEC) 
 
The security of the information we are exposed to is paramount.  We may see personal 
information of people in crisis, sensitive information that is not for public consumption and 
the list goes on.  Absolutely no information we handle may be released to the public or 
anyone without the express permission of partners. 
 

XI. SERVED AGENCY CONSIDERATIONS 
 
Served partners may have specific policies, procedures or concerns regarding access to its 
facilities, operations within its facilities, information flow, etc. It is imperative that personnel 
follow the policies and procedures that the served partner sets forth. Furthermore, we are 
NOT in charge of the operation or decision makers. Unless specifically asked by those in 
charge, AuxComm personnel will not attend Operations or Planning meetings. Typically, the 
Communications Team Lead may be asked to observe the Operations Briefing then brief the 
remainder of the AuxComm team. All partners require OPSEC / COMSEC / INFOSEC and 
PERSEC procedures to be followed at all times.   
  

XII. USE OF PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
 
Forsyth County AuxComm personnel typically use their personal equipment such as laptop 
PC’s when operating in the EOC, Command Post or other locations.  The only connection to 
the internet may be via our partner’s local network or Wi-Fi.  It is imperative for the 
protection of our partners systems that we ensure our equipment does not introduce 
malicious software into their system.  Therefore the following personal computer use policy 
has been established.  This policy includes partner requirements as well.  
 
All personal computers that connect with a partner’s network, Wi-Fi or software systems 
(WebEOC) must have current Antivirus software installed. Additionally they have the most 
current patches to the specific Operating System (O/S), Windows, Apple or other.  
 
AuxComm personnel must use sound judgment when dealing with incoming email and 
attachments from unknown or unexpected sources as they may contain viruses, spyware or 
other types of malware. 
 
AuxComm personnel must exercise extreme caution when clicking on links within the text of 
an email. This technique is known as "phishing" where the sender provides a very real 
looking link in order to have the user fill out a form or provide information.   
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Example:   http://amazzon.com as opposed to http://amazon.com. Notice that one is 
misspelled and easy to miss.  
 
If you are not sure, don't open links or attachments. Validate first that they were sent by a 
trusted source.  
 
Remember Public Safety entities, including EOC’s, Command Posts, etc. are targets for 
those who wish to cause confusion or harm. Opening the wrong thing opens the network to 
all sorts of attacks including ransomware. 
 

XIII. USE OF USB FLASH DRIVES 
 
The use of USB flash drives for computer to computer file / data transfers is prohibited by 
almost all of our primary partners due to the security risk involved with their use.  While USB 
flash drives permit easy transfer of files from one computer to another, they offer that same 
ease for the infection of other computers, including networks systems, by viruses, spyware 
and malware.  For this reason, the Department of Defense (DOD) prohibits their use and the 
Cybersecurity, Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) strongly recommends USB flash drives 
not be used considering the availability of more secure cloud based file transfer 
methodologies.   
 
Since the computers we use may interface directly or indirectly through file transfers with our 
partners networks and computers, the use of USB flash drives for file transfers of AuxComm 
related data is prohibited on all FCAuxC owned computers and any computer that may be 
connected to a partners network.   Files may be transferred via email or cloud based 
methodologies only.    

XIV. PUBLIC INFORMATION 
 
Served partners as well as Forsyth County AuxComm have established and assigned Public 
Information Officers.  Typically when assisting a served partner, they will either establish a 
Joint Information Center (JIC) or have their own PIO handle all inquiries by the press and 
public.  Under no circumstances are AuxComm personnel are authorized to speak directly to 
the press / public concerning any served partners operations.  

During AuxComm related activities, such as COMEX’s, Field Day, etc., only the assigned 
PIO or the AuxComm Coordinator / designee may address the press concerning our 
operations. All press releases must be approved by the AuxComm Coordinator or Deputy 
AuxComm Coordinator. 

XV. PLATFORM DEFINITIONS: 
 

A. WinLink: 
 
WinLink is a single digital platform able to utilize multiple communication modes. At this 
writing, the modes are Telnet, Packet, Pactor, Robust Packet, Ardop, Vara HF, Vara FM, 
and Iridium Go. WinLink may utilize these sessions to access the internet directly, via RMS 
(Radio Messaging Stations) or communicate P2P (Peer-to-Peer) with other WinLink stations 
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or internet addresses. Telnet (internet) is the preferred mode of communication as it is the 
fastest and most secure. Use RF when no internet is available. 

B. MT-63: 
 
MT-63 is a digital radio modulation mode for transmission in high-noise situations developed 
by Pawel Jalocha SP9VRC. MT63 is designed for keyboard-to-keyboard conversation 
modes, on HF amateur radio bands.  Forsyth County AuxComm may use this locally for 
limited messages as needed.   

C. System Fusion: 
 
System Fusion is Yaesu’s implementation of Digital Amateur Radio, utilizing C4FM 4-level 
FSK Technology to transmit digital voice and data over the Amateur radio bands.   
 

D. Digital Mobile Radio (DMR) 
 
DMR (Digital Mobile Radio) is an international standard for digital radios that has been in 
use since 2005, primarily in the Public Safety realm.  However it has rapidly been gaining 
use within the amateur radio community.   One advantage of DMR over other the other 
digital modes is its spectrum efficiency. By using two “time slots,” DMR allows two voice 
transmissions to happen simultaneously on the same 12.5 kHz channel.  DMR is also 
known for its superior audio quality and ability to maintain voice communication at the fringe 
of a repeater’s coverage area.  DMR is used on amateur VHF and UHF frequencies. 
   

XVI. COMMUNICATION PRIORITIES: 
 
Critical communications have competing priorities including accuracy, security, speed and 
efficiency among others. It is important as AuxComm operators that we keep these priorities 
in mind when conducting digital operations.  

The highest priority is ACCURACY.  What is transmitted must be ACCURATE. It the traffic 
(message) is not accurately relayed and delivered, the other priorities are meaningless.  
WinLink has a robust handshaking protocol, making message transmission 100% accurate.   

Speed is the next priority.  We should strive to ensure that traffic (messages) is handled with 
as much SPEED as possible and according to their indicated precedence while maintaining 
ACCURACY. 

Digital communications are much faster than voice.  WinLink should be utilized where 
messages are long and/or detailed and written documentation is required, such as in 
logistics communications in support of served agencies.  WinLink is also suited for Health 
and Welfare traffic. 

WinLink 2000 uses a message precedence system, which follows the United States military 
procedures for message priority. Messages are always sent by default with routine 
precedence, using in the subject line //WL2K R/ (or just //WL2K) unless otherwise 
designated. These designations are listed below and are to be used only when high priority 
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messages are sent. Any precedence higher than “R” or routine should be carefully 
considered before sending. 

XVII. WHEN NOT TO USE WINLINK: 
 
WinLink should not be used where written messages cannot be effectively utilized, such as 
in tactical communications. 
 

XVIII. MESSAGE PRECEDENCE 
 
There are 5 Message Precedence used in AuxComm messages.  These are: 
 
EMERGENCY:  (Voice Only – Tactical Communications) 

 Indicates a Life Threatening situation where immediate loss of life is imminent.   
 
FLASH (Z):  (Formal Messages – Written) 

Indicates a CRITICAL situation where urgent or rapid response to the message is required.  
Example:  “FLASH, EOC Flooding, personnel evacuating.” 
 
IMMEDIATE (O): (Formal Messages – Written) 

Indicates an Urgent situation or information that is critical to mission / tasking operations. 
Example: “Shelter 2 is at full capacity” 
 
PRIORITY (P):  (Formal Messages – Written) 

Indicates a situation or information that is time sensitive in relation to mission / task 
operations.  Example:  Commercial Power Loss at Shelter 9.  “Need generators and fuel no 
later than 1200 today.” 
 
ROUTINE (R):  (Formal Messages – Written) 

This is the default and lowest precedence for written messages.  This indicates 
informational, staging or other information that is needed by the Incident Commander or 
General Staff and does not meet the higher precedence classifications.  Example: “Need 
fuel for generators. Have enough for 8 hours operation.” 

Message precedence is set by the message originator not the AuxComm Communicator.  
Once set, the precedence cannot be changed. 

WinLink has these build into its software as Flash (Z), Immediate (O), Priority (P), and 
Routine (R). 

The precedence indicator is included in a WinLink message by adding one of the following 
to the beginning of the subject line in a message whether originated from Internet email or 
within the WinLink system.   

//WL2K Z/ - Flash (for critical message use only) 
//WL2K O/ - Immediate (for urgent message use only) 
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//WL2K P/ - Priority 
//WL2K R/ - Routine (Default) 

On the receiving end, recipients reacting to messages with “Reply”, “Reply to All” and 
“Forward” will create messages that are treated with the same message precedence as the 
original unless the precedence indicated in the subject line is edited by the responding 
official when replying or forwarding. AuxComm communicators are not permitted to alter the 
message precedence on their own. 

Here are some examples of acceptable subject lines using the precedence indicators: 

//WL2K Z/EOC FLOODING 
//WL2K 0/SHELTER STATUS - FULL 
//WL2K P/Food and bedding inventory request 
//WL2K R/Supplies received 
Re://WL2K R/Generator manual needed 
FW://WL2K R/Please bring Gasoline 

Unless there are special circumstances, routing precedence //WL2K R/ or //WL2K should 
always be used as the default precedence. 

Messages with the precedence of Flash (Z), Immediate (O) or Priority (P) must be acted on 
immediately. 

XIX. MESSSAGE TRACKING: 
 

All sent and received messages are to be recorded using an ICS-214 form and the 
messages dispersed as required. Communications Team Leads are responsible for 
ensuring this information is entered into WebEOC whenever on duty at the EOC, command 
post or other location where WebEOC is in use.  If WebEOC is not available, the use of the 
ICS-214 located within the WinLink template manager under ICS USA forms may be used. 
The ICS-309 may be used at the communicator’s discretion however the ICS-214 must 
reference Messages sent /received and the ICS-309 must be attached to the ICS-214 at the 
end of shift.  (Note: This will result in some duplicated information on both forms.)  All 
original ICS-214 / 309 must be turned into the relief Communications Team Lead or 
Communications Unit Leader at the end of each shift.  Do NOT take them home or throw 
them away.  These are official incident documents.  You may retain a copy of these 
provided they do not contain sensitive information or PPI. 
 

XX. EMCOMM DIGITAL MODES: 
 

RF Digital modes used by AuxComm are: 

WinLink:  

• Telnet 
• RMS: All WinLink modes may be used. However, Pactor, and Vara HF/VHF are 

preferred as they are the two fastest modes.   
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MT-63: Used by FCAuxC as a backup mode for local operations on an as needed basis and 
is HF only 

Fusion: These are local VHF and UHF Fusion repeaters or via simplex/direct utilizing an 
open or directed net.  FCAuxC currently has an EmComm agreement for the use of two 
Fusion repeaters that cover our operations area. 

 
DMR: On VHF or UHF DMR repeaters or via simplex/direct utilizing an open or directed net.  
(NOTE: FCAuxC does not currently have an EmComm use agreement for a DMR repeater 
due to unavailability.  The DMR repeater that our stations may access is the primary 
AuxComm repeater for another county and does not fully cover our operations area.)  
Members are still encouraged to have a DMR handheld radio available.  
 

XXI. DIGITAL NETS: 
 

A. General Net Procedures 
 
Our nets function very efficiently because of the compliance of the net participants with the 
net procedures that have been developed and are outlined in the Forsyth County AuxComm 
Operations Manual (AOM).  AuxComm Nets operate differently from other nets such as 
National Traffic Net, rag-chew nets and even SkyWarn nets.  On all nets, stations must 
check in with the NCS for safety and status purposes. 

B. WinLink: 
 
Telnet (Internet): The information is transmitted over the internet. It is the fastest and most 
secure. For these reasons, it is the preferred method of data transmission. No net is 
required. 

RMS Gateway: When internet is not available to a secure facility, RF transmissions are 
required. RF is slow when compared to internet. Close watch and message handling 
discipline must be maintained to keep messages as concise as possible.  

MT-63: Is designed for keyboard-to-keyboard operations. Transmission is “in the open”. PII 
shall not be transmitted using MT-63. Depending on the incident and associated message 
traffic, a MT-63 net, open or directed, may be established at the discretion of the duty CTL.   
MT-63 is permitted for local use only.  NC State AuxComm does not utilize MT-63.  

Peer-to-Peer (P2P):  North Carolina has standardized on fusion for VHF and UHF 
communications. A common use of P2P nets would be mobile units doings damage 
assessment, transmitting pictures of damaged infrastructures and structures such as 
buildings, trees on power lines. Standard Net Control Procedures are maintained with the 
use of a control operator. Open or directed nets may be utilized.  Reference Forsyth County 
AuxComm Operations Manual.   
 
APRS: Provides position reporting via amateur radio beaconing.  Not all amateur radios are 
capable of transmitting APRS at the same time as normal operations are being conducted.  
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The use of APRS is encouraged for the safety and tracking of amateur radio operators 
provided it is available to the user and able to be monitored by the NCS. 
 

XXII.   DIGIAL COMMUNICATION and WEBEOC COORDINATION  
 
Digital communications are handled in the same manner as other methods (fax, voice, etc.) 
with one addition.  WinLink messages may contain attachments.  These attachments may 
be in the form of spreadsheets, word documents, pictures, PDF’s, etc.  All attachments 
received by the NCS, Command Post, and the EOC shall be logged and attached to the 
ICS-214 Activity Log within WebEOC by the Communications Team Leader or 
Communicator (if qualified in WebEOC).  The attachments should be copied and pasted into 
the system, avoiding typing input errors.  If WebEOC is not available or the operator is not 
qualified, all messages shall be logged on an ICS-214 Activity Log and the hard copy of the 
message attached to that log.   
 
All WinLink operators should be familiar with and use the following techniques as 
appropriate: 
 
1. Setting program defaults 
2. Setting Contacts / Group Addresses 
3. Setting up “Favorite Templates” to shortcut the Template Manager hierarchy.  
4. The use of standardized forms within the WinLink Template Manager. 
5. Making pre-filled templates to save on repetitive input of standard information. 
 
All events are unique.  A proficient operator will use the techniques as they apply. 
 

XXIII. PRE-DEPLOYMENT PREPARATION: 
 

• As a matter of general practice, software must be kept current. This includes the 
computer operating system, and any digital modes that you would be operating such as, 
but not limited to, WinLink and MT-63. 
 

• Go kits need to be maintained. Refer to the FCAFOG for information on go-kits for 
general personal gear, personal protection equipment (PPE) and equipment check lists. 
 

• Computer Security: If you are using your personal computer for a digital station, 
precautions must be taken to protect your personal information. It is a good idea not to 
store any personal information on the “go kit” computer. Having a dedicated digital 
computer is ideal. If that is not possible, make it a habit to store all personal information 
on a separate hard drive that you leave at home. Sign off from social networks such as 
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and your mail server.  
 

• Your computer should contain the latest copy of NIMS ICS Forms Booklet containing 
electronic copies of standard ICS forms, or 
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• Electronic copies of the ICS-201, ICS-205, ICS-205a, ICS-213, ICS-214, ICS-217A. 
which may be obtained from the Forsyth County AuxComm web page; 
www.fcauxcomm.org .  (It is highly recommended that personnel have electronic and/or 
paper copies of ALL ICS forms)   While not an official ICS form, the ICS-309 
Communications Log is available on the Forsyth County AuxComm web page. 
 

• Electronic copy of the Forsyth County AuxComm ICS-217A, Consolidated Frequency 
List which has the radio frequencies used by AuxComm for Forsyth County and 
Surrounding Counties. This document is designated For Official Use Only (FOUO) and 
may not be placed in the public domain.   

A. Specific Digital Mode Procedures 
 
Certain activities should be completed prior to leaving on deployment, especially if the 
deployment is outside of one’s normal operating geographic area. The ability to obtain some 
information may be hindered, or denied access to, on location.  

B. WinLink Preparations 
  

1. Update “my grid square” in WinLink Express Setup (only if deployed outside of 
county). Using the main menu bar go to: settings/winlink express setup/lat long to 
grid square and input the latitude and longitude for the location of the incident. 
Update the window. Latitude and Longitude may be obtained from many map 
sources, both paper and digital. Google Maps is one easily accessed data 
source.  
 

2. Channel selections and propagation predictions for Winlink are based upon grid 
square. These need to be updated. This is done after you have updated your grid 
square.  You update Channel Selections and Propagation predictions for HF and 
VHF separately. VHF update is particularly important if you leave your home 
geographic area as the update will show the VHF/UHF RMS gateways within a 
circumference of the indicated grid square. It is much quicker to do this at your 
home using internet than trying to do it over the airwaves. Using the main menu 
tool bar to select the appropriate session.  Then use the session menu tool bar 
and go to: open session/channel selection/update via internet. The update will 
take a few seconds. 

C. MT-63: 
 

Requires no special preparations. 
 

XXIV. ARRIVAL AT ASSIGNMENT / LOCATION  
 

Note: All ICS forms, structures, and discipline are to be maintained. 

Note: Proper procedures as stated in the AuxComm Operations Manual are to be 
maintained.  

http://www.fcauxcomm.org/
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A. Specific Digital Mode Procedures 

1. WinLink: 
 

Note: These procedures are in addition to all established ICS and 
AuxComm policies and procedures. 

During checking you should obtain the following information for WinLink 
operations: 

a. Tactical callsign / address: Tactical callsign or address helps others 
identify where you are located. Calls signs are meaningless to most 
people. Names like ICP, ARCshelter, Firestation-8 gives the receiver 
of your message a sense of where the message is coming from. You 
can be pre-insert a tactical address into your forms, using WinLink 
Setup and Set Defaults.  Tactical callsigns are assigned by the initial 
Comm Team Lead. 
 

b. Agency addressing information: There may be addressing 
requirements already established. An example of this was Winter 
Storm Viola.  AuxComm members were instructed address messages 
to a specific government address plus two different cc: addresses and 
to use //W2LK in the subject matter line. 
 

c. Default CC: Address for the served agency.  As part of 
documentation and records retention served agencies may want to 
have real time copy of all messages sent on their behalf. 
 

d. Operating frequencies: Obtain any operating frequencies and 
special net procedures pertinent to the digital station. 

2. MT-63: 
 

Requires no special preparations. 
  

XXV. STATION MANAGEMENT  
 

Note: Amateur radio stations are to be established using safe and accepted practices, with 
an emphasis on equipment and operating safety.  All FCC rules and regulations are to be 
followed at all times. 

A. Upon arriving at location: 

1. Setting up WinLink station on location 
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There are several items to be set up in the WinLink program prior to commencing 
operations. Some will be required by the served agency, others will simply make message 
handling more efficient and easier on the operators.  

a) ICS-214 Activity Log:   
 

The ICS-214 Activity Log is a required ICS document and is used to document all individual 
or team actions. Establish the ICS-214 at the beginning of your shift either electronically or 
on paper.  At the end of your shift all documentation is to be turned over to the relieving shift 
or Documentation Unit if applicable or if being demobilized, turned into the Documentation 
Unit.  Follow the locally established procedure.  If WebEOC is available and the Comm 
Team Lead is qualified, the ICS-214 Activity Log will be established within this system by the 
Comm Team Lead and maintained for the team. If internet is not available, the operator has 
a choice of using a paper ICS-214, electronic ICS-214 or the ICS-214 within the template 
manager of WinLink.  In all cases, the completed ICS-214 must be forwarded to the relief 
Comm Team Lead or the incident Communications Unit Leader. 

To use the ICS-214 within WinLink (If WebEOC or other means is not available, using the 
main tool bar, click Message/New Message/Select Template/Std Template/General 
Forms/ICS USA forms/ ICS-214.txt. Or use an established shortcut. Fill in the form 
according to ICS protocol. At the bottom of the form click on “save ICS214 Data”. You may 
retrieve this form with all data intact by calling up an ICS-214 form and clicking on “Load all 
ICS214 Data” button located on “line 6 Activity Log” of the form. You may then update the 
form and save the data repeatedly.   

ALL ICS-214’s as well as ALL documents, including scrap paper doodling must be passed 
on to the relief Communicator or Communications Team Lead at the end of shift or upon 
demobilization the Documentation Unit based upon locally established procedure.  

b) Tactical callsign/address:  
 
Use the information obtained from check-in. To input the data, use the tool bar menu 
and go to Settings/Winlink Express Setup. At the Axillary Callsigns and Tactical 
Addresses section, click on the “add entry” box. Type in the address and a password of 
your choice. Click on update.  

c) Establish message defaults:   
 
By doing this you will save yourself from having to type in standard information into each 
message. Using the tool bar, start a new message.  
• All the way to the top right on the new message tool bar is a button labeled “set 

defaults”. Open this window. Using the pulldown menu, select which name you wish 
for default. (Note: you can override your default setting at any time by using the 
pulldown menu labeled “from” on the message form.) 

• In this same window type in cc: address(s). Application will vary among incidences. 
This could be for served agency record keeping, as well as your own. 

• Check to box “disallow editing or altering sent message”. This prevents a sent 
message being altered by someone down the line.  
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• Save the settings by clicking on the “save” button. Close the message window. 
 

d) GPS position report:  
 
Before setting this up, check with the COML or Communications Team Lead to ensure 
that the operating location is not security sensitive or otherwise required to remain 
FOUO.   
 
This report will put a marker on your location on many GPS maps such as WinLink’s 
position report, or Pinpoint APRS. It also allows you to make a short comment.  
 
From the tool bar go to Settings/GPS Position Report, or use the “crosshair” icon. If you 
are using a GPS dongle your latitude and longitude should fill in automatically. There are 
three ways you can input your latitude and longitude, manually, decimal degrees, 
degrees decimal minutes or degrees minutes seconds. Be sure to follow the format in 
the example given in the window. The default for latitude is north. The default for 
longitude is east. In longitude be sure to put in the “w” for west or you will find yourself in 
western China! In the comment box, type in your assigned tactical name, name and call 
signs of the communication team. Note: On Winlink.org/usersPosition, position markers 
will disappear after 10 days. 
 
There is a second type of GPS position report that may be useful in situations that 
require an attachment. An example would be attaching a picture to a Damage 
Assessment report. Open a new message. Using the message tool bar, go to: 
Template/StandardTemplates/GeneralForms/GPS Position Report.txt. GPS position is in 
decimal degrees.  Fill out the form and submit. At this point you have the option of using 
an attachment. Note this report does not place a marker on any map. It gives the 
receiver of the message a latitude/longitude position, date/time, any comments, and 
whatever you wish to attach, such as a picture.  

“Post Report” will place the report into your out box. 

e) Check-in Form:  
 
Before using this WinLink from, check with the Communications Team Lead or COML 
for approval.  Note that use of this for would be in addition to ICS check-in procedures 
and not a replacement of.  Therefore use of this form may be a duplicative effort that 
may or may not be required. Follow event instructions. The form is a handy way for the 
NCS or COML to keep track of supporting WinLink stations. To access the form, use the 
tool bar menu. Message/New Message/Select Template/Std Template/General Forms/ 
Winlink Check-in.txt. Fill out the boxes in the form and post to out box. Note that the 
“sender” box will already have your tactical address inserted. Include any pertinent 
comments. Post to your outbox.  
 

Initiate WinLink session and send the mail posted in the outbox. To do this, select the 
appropriate session. Using the tool bar menu, start the session. Then click on send. All 
messages in the outbox will be sent. 
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f) Log Team Operators into the WinLink Setup 
 

On the main WinLink window, where your callsign is located is a pull down. Use this to 
register all the radio operators who will be using your computer. Radio operators logged in 
will have access to all Global Folders.  

g) Establish Global Folders:  
 

Global folders are common to all callsigns registered in the program’s setup 
properties.  You can use global folders as a common message storage area.  This will aid in 
recording who is the operator and in tracking messages. It will also aid an individual 
operator with logging his/her transmissions. Use:  settings/add global folder from the tool bar 
or click on the “Global Folder” label. Fill in a name and update.  NOTE: This is only 
applicable to the computer being used at that time and does not provide computer to 
computer transfer of information or data. 

h) Establish shortcut links:  
 

Establishing shortcuts to commonly used forms will simplify accessing the forms that are 
most used. You can establish up to four (4) forms on your message toolbar, saving you the 
trouble of clicking through the form template hierarchy. Using the main tool bar, go to 
Message/ Set Favorite Templates. In Display Name, type in a name of your choice. Use the 
browser to select the form. The name you typed in will appear on the “message” tool bar. 
Click on this and the form will open.  

i) Establish Template forms:  
 

ICS-213 and other forms can be pre-filled, saving the typing of repetitive information. Open 
the form of choice. Fill in common information such as Incident Name, addressing 
information, your name and title, etc. On the bottom of the form click save Initial form Data. 
You will be asked to name the form. To utilize, pull up a blank form. Click on Load Form 
Initial Data located near the top of the form and select the correct form. The form will 
populate with the saved data. You can save several versions of the same form, such as an 
ICS-213, with different fills. 
 

2. MT-63: 
 

Requires no special preparations. 
 

B. MANAGING OR MAINTAINING STATION: 
 
Reference: AuxComm Operations Manual. 
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Send and receive messages as required by assignment. Flash (Z), Immediate (O), and 
Priority (P) are to be sent immediately. All other messages will be sent F.I.F.O. (First In, First 
Out). All messages being originated by the operator will have //WL2K as the first comment in 
the Subject Line as this establishes priority and helps reply messages pass through the 
WinLink spam filters. 

Receiving Messages: Radio Operators will have to check WinLink for incoming messages 
on a regular basis. This can be done by the following: (1.) Messages will be downloaded any 
time a session is connected. (2.) When a voice message is received via an assigned radio 
frequency informing the radio operator of pending message(s). (3.) When notified by 
WinLink of a pending message via your mail server. (Possible only if your assigned facility 
has internet) 4. By initiating a session on a pre-established rate. 

Reply: Use the reply function only if you are the “sent to” address. If you were a “cc:”, and 
wish to reply, do so with an original message, referencing the first message. 

Be aware of file sizes and transfer times. Internet is the fastest and most secure. WinLink 
has a total message size (including all attachments) of 120K. It is recommended that 
ARDOP messages be less than 20 Kb size, including any attachments. High Speed VARA 
and Pactor should be kept under 80 Kb. Pictures should be around 20 kb in size. 
Remember that although the message may start out being sent via Telnet, the receiver may 
be via RF. When using RF, be considerate of your transfer time.   

Excel spreadsheets attachments should be opened, saved and sent using “csv” extension 
when using RF. This greatly reduces file size which reduces transmission time. Be 
conscious of the recommended size limitations of the WinLink mode you are using. Always 
be aware of total message size. 

Word document attachments should be opened, saved and sent using “txt” extension 
when using RF. This greatly reduces file size which reduces transmission time. Be 
conscious of the recommended size limitations of the WinLink mode you are using. Always 
be aware of total message size. 

Short messages should be typed into a standard ICS form. 

Longer messages should be copied and pasted into the form, or you may use the 
attachment feature. Typing can introduce errors.  

HIPPA: Do not refuse to send message via WinLink based on HIPPA concerns. If Cellular, 
Land line, or Fax is not available, use WinLink Telnet. WinLink RF is also acceptable. Log 
any concerns and actions in the station ICS-214 Activity Log. HIPPA and PII should not be 
sent using MT-63, PSK-31 or other open digital modes. 

ICS-214 Activity Log must be maintained. WebEOC should be used for this purpose 
anywhere a Comm Team Leader or WebEOC qualified Communicator is assigned. Be sure 
to note when operators change duties.  WebEOC ICS-214 will be used at all locations where 
available and the operator is qualified to use WebEOC.  Alternatively electronic, paper forms 
or the WinLink ICS-214 form may be used. 
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XXVI. DEMOBILIZATION - CLOSING STATION  
 
Note: Follow all ICS and AuxComm standard operating procedures. 

WinLink Check-out form may or may not be required. Approval for the use of this form is 
required by the Communications Team Lead or COML.  Additionally all local event 
instructions must be followed. To generate one, go to Message/New Message/Select 
Template/Std Template/General Forms/ Winlink Check-out.txt . Include pertinent comments 
and address to NCS. Post to your outbox 

ICS-214 Activity Log: Complete the ICS-241 located in WebEOC. If maintaining an ICS- 
214 in Winlink, make a hard copy to hand in.  Electronic forms should be printed out and as 
with paper forms turned it as well at the end of your duty period. 

ICS-309 Communications Log: This form is no longer an official ICS form however it may 
or may not be used during AuxComm operations. Follow the Communications Unit Leader, 
Communications Team Lead or local instructions regarding its use. Note that North Carolina 
and FCAuxC use the ICS-214 as the standard to log messages in the EOC, Command Post 
and other locations during incidents. When an ICS-309 Communications Log is used, if 
using WinLink, use the main tool bar and go to: Message/Generate ICS-309 Communication 
Log. On the form, use “Select Message Mailbox” to choose where and date/time the 
message data originates from. Check “Combine Recipients” in page layout. Fill in the 
appropriate heading information. Use the browse to select where you wish to store the pdf 
file. To open the ICS-309 Communications log, use your directory to locate the pdf file and 
open. The complete ICS-309 will appear with all the communications logged. You may keep 
an ICS-309 of your HF transmissions for your personal logbook.  If the ICS-309 is used, 
during activations it must be attached to the ICS-214 and either passed on to the relief 
Communicator, Communications Team Lead, Communications Unit Leader or if 
demobilizing the Documentation Unit.   

Delete Tactical Callsign/Address: Open the “position report acknowledgement” message 
located in your inbox. Copy the date/time from the message. Using the main tool bar, open: 
message/GPS Position Report. Paste the date/time into the “date/time” box. Remove all 
comments from the comment box and type: DELETE. Post report and close. 

Delete the callsigns and the associated passwords of communicators that have logged into 
the WinLink program on your computer. 

Open a session and send the Checkout form and Delete Tactical Callsign messages. 

 

Remember: All ICS forms, structures, and discipline are to be maintained. 
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